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I. Introduction 

· At present, speaking about weak interaotion, one can probably 
imply all processes with small coupling constants of specific pro
perties, e.g. P-, GP-violation, etc. 

On the other hand, one can speak about the electroweak interac
tion theory (implying the standard theory of electroweak interaction 
I I . . 1 ). Now there are many experimental facts that go beyond the stan-
dard theory of the. electroweak interaction. One of these facts is the 
existence of generations ( e, µ , T ). Strictly following the 
standard theory of electroweak interaction, one finds.two numbers 
c.onserved in this theory. Tliey are the electric charge j =ei. r r O)'I' 

' · µ_ e µlo o e 
related to the U(I) subgroup and the lepton numberJ = g'I' r 'I' · 

, µ e µ e 
related to the SU(2) subgroup. So, these two conserved numbers must 
be present in each generation of particles. The question arises: will 
these two conserved numbers be identical for all generations? 

Using general considerations one can easily prove that these two 
conserved nUmbers will be identical for each generation if these gene
rations take part in electroweak interactions (universality of electro
weak interaction). 

, Then, if the g~nerations differ only in masses and charges, part-. 
icles of different generations may convert into one another in the 
processes with charge conservation, or heavier particles will decay. 
' However, experiments show that these generations ( e. '· µ , T ) 

differ in their conserved numbers 1 , l , 1 and weak transi-
e µ T 

tions and decays ooour with conservation of these numbers. It means 
that generation of particles must have same properties with regard 
to electroweak interaotion (i.e. the charge and the SU(2) weak spin 
number I must be conserved). Now we pass to one of the main mani-

w 
festations of transitions between different generations - neutrino 
oscillation /2I. 

The discussion of this topic has.been recently stimulated by 
ref.lJ, 4I indicating a possibility of resonant enhancement of neut
rino oscillation in matter. 

The Wolfenstein mechanism of this enhancement is discussed. A 
mechanism of enhancement of neutrino oscillation in matter based on 
the so-called "horizontal" symmetry is proposed. 
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2. Wolfenstein equation and violation of the condition for 
enhancement of neutrino oscillation in matter 

/5/ Let us consider mixing of two neutrino types v ~ and v .. 
~ ,.,. 

v = Cv ,v). In the ultrarelativi,stic limit the evolution equa-
f e µ 

tion :ror q, =C'l' , q, ) in matter has the form 
f"' Clo ,. . ~ ,.,. 
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where k, 11"', w are the momentum, the neutrino mass matrix squared 
in vacuum, the matrix account for neutrino interaction with matter. 

? 

The mixing in (I) is due to the matrix 11"' being non-diagonal. 
-1 

If the neutrino mass is low cs« G~·) and the layer of_matter is 
smaller than the absorption length; !he neutrino interaction is re
duoed to forward elastic scattering at an angle 0° • This effect 
results in appearance of the refractive index 

tn -1) 
Cl. 
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Cl. 
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( Wa is an addition to the neutrino energy due to interaction). 
Physical consequences for the oscillation are determined by the 

. ? 

difference of diagonal elements in the matrices ~ and w 
namely 

w w 
e 

w 
µ 

">Af' lJ 
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k 
(2) 

e f'µ,.,.,.., "' . M. = f.CO)-•. ~~~ "1.· - is the concentration of electrons in 
l. l l 

matter. Here, if the interaction was the same for v and v , the e µ 
effect of the medium on the oscillation would disappear. 

The medium must be nonsymmetric with regard to the oscillating 
components. 

For v -v and 
e µ 

-current scattering 
no interaction like 

,, -,, 
~e ~T 

of ve 

oscillations W 

by electrons. For 
depends on oharged

v and :., there is 
this, and 

e µ 

MCO) 21€GFk w ::>V~ 1J ..... , ......... F ... e 

the nonsymmetric character of an ordinary medium with regard to v 
and vµ is due to presence of electrons and absence of muons in eit. 

In vacuum w = o and (I) is reduced to 

. d~f 
l dt. CkI 
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The relation between vf' and :.· = Cv
1

, :.•?) ,C v - are eigensta-
tes with certain masses)· is established by~diagonalization of ~ 

vf SCBJi..• , 
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here m
1 

and m? are the masses of v 1 and v? , e . ~ ~ 

angle in vacuum, 
The mass matrix squared can be rewritten as 
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is the mixing 

If the neutrino passes through matter, equation (I) has the form 

"'l' ; .... f 
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In a medium of varying density N. = N;CY~ and (5) is a set 
, l ... 

of differential equations with variable factors. 
For a medium of constant density the new mixing angle e 

involving the interaction has the form 
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What happens here? Because of difference in -:-• and V e µ in-
teraction with matter the effective mass of -:-· increases. This in-

+ e 
crease is due to interaction via the W~ -boson. The mass variation 
is very small, but it is due to the w~ -boson alone Cno other small 
parameters related to the very weak interaction appear there). Tb.is 
change in the effective mass of v

0 
results in enhancement of oscil-

~ + 
lation (because of int,.eraction via w~ -bosons), i.e. in nonconserva-
tion of the lepton numbers ' le, ~ µ 

'l\vo conditions must be satisfied for the oscillation to be 
amplified in matter: 

1) interaction must result in a mass (or effective mass) change; 
as weak interaction is left-handed, the exchange of z0 and w1 

does not influence the effective mass of leptons and quarks (other
wise the Higgs mechanism is required); 

2) this interaction must involve nonconservation of the relevant 
numbers e 1

0
, 1,,, 1~). Experiments show that in weak interactions 

these number~ a!e well preserved (see the Table). 

Table. Upper limits for the probability of some processes 
with lepton number nonconservation 161 

---------------
Reaction Experimental data 

+ + 
µ ➔ er 

... ... 
reµ· ➔ e'r) -10 
----- < 1. 7·10 

+ reµ ➔ alD 

-------------------
+ + - + 

µ ➔ e e e 

.... + - + 
reµ. ➔ e e e ) -12 

< 2. 4·10 
+ reµ ➔ all) 

----------
Both conditions are not satisfied in weak interactions. 
Thus, when -:-·

0 
passes through matter, there must be scattering 

. ~ 
but not enhancement of oscillation. 

Let us consider example proving the above conclusions. 
a) Ko - Ko oscillation. 
Is it possible to predict K0 

- ic0 oscillations on the basis of 

general considerations? 

4 

J 

·' 

~ 
I 

The strong interaction does not allow this oscillation because 
strangeness and parity are conserved in strong interactions. Yet, if 
we take into account the presence of the weak interaction which vio
lates strangeness and parity, the Ko - K0 

oscillation b·eoomes possible. 
Moreover, in the weak interaction 111 there is no difference between 

Ko and ic0 
, and they can be associated with the 2° -boson (on 

the appropriate mass shell). Then ther~ will be an equal probability 

:: 
450 

:containing" Ko a~d Ko ( z0 ~ ;: ) • The mixing angle will 

b) Oscillation of leptons 
0 -o 

Similarly to K - K oscillations, one should consider oscilla-
tion of leptons bee.ring in mind that one deals with two different 
types of particles, fermions and bosons. Unlike the case with fer
mions, there are no g1uge interaction theories for bosons. In the 
gauge theories there are conserved numbers whose violation is a non
trivial problem. We shall consider the scheme of violation of these 
conserved numbers in the gauge theory of weak interaction a bit 
later. Now we pass a second example. 

Let us consider a weak decay of the A
0 

-hyperon / 7/ via s ➔ d + z0
• 

The matrix element of this process is proportional to sine (Ca
bibbo angle). Since the strange quark in the A

0
_-hyperon is a cons

tituent quark, the probability of the s ➔ d transition must be 
higher (sine ~ Y md/msj/S/ because md ~ ms when nuclear interaction is. 
taken into aooount. I?it the experiment shows that there is no increa
se in the probability of the s ~➔ d transition and the mixing angle 
depends on the current quark masses. This result is obvious, becau~e 
strong interaction does not violate strangeness and there must not be 
increase in the probability of the s M d transition because of 
strong interaction contribution to quark 118 sses. 

The above examples show that a mechanism violating conservation 
of the relevant numbers is necessary for oscillation to appear; and 
even if there is a mechanism like this, onl) its parameters violating 
conservation of these numbers (mass, coupling constants, etc) are 
responsible for the oscillation. 

J. Oscillation of v with allowance.for wiiorizontal" symmetry 

In the standard theory of electroweak: int,eraction there are 
conserved vector currents which determine the presence of three 
lepton numbers 1e, !µ, .h , _when the existence of three gene-
rations is taken into account. As is pointed out above,there is no 
oscillation between neutrino~ of the three generations because of 
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weak interaction. If we want to consider oscillation similar to 
K

0
~jc

0 
, we must conside_r an interaction which violates conserva

tion of the lepton numbers le, lµ, 1T (similarly to the strong 
interaction where co,.nservation of flavour numbers is violated by the 
weak interaction). For oscillation of-leptons it is necessary that 
there is an interaction with its own carriers which violate conser
vation of lepton numbers. A candidate for this inter,ction is the 
one related to the so-called "hqrizantal" symmetry 19 

e µ T 

e X X X X ee eµ e, ee 
µ X X X X µe µµ µ-r eµ 
T X X X X Te Tµ TT µ-r 

The interaction carriers 

+ ~ 
~ X ~ X ~ vrz-µµ 
~ X 

"= ,..v , 
~ X 

Tµ 

V 
.neµ' 

TT 
X ~ X 

e-r 

V 
""e-r' 

Te 

x,,.,.. ,.. . 

(7) 

in (7) violate 
conservation of the lepton numbers 
action formula (5) may have the form 

1 1 1 
... c:t,. ... ,,' .L"T" 

v ,.. • • For this inter-

d'I' 
; f 
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;H H 
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::> 
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Gk 
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F1CO) is the forward scattering amplitude (it appears owing to the 
fact that the initial flux consists of ve but after interaction· 
via X.;;. a fraction of the initial v converts into v and ._,.... e µ 
then this neutrino composition is stabilized if the medium has cons
tant characteristics) • 

The form of expression (6) for the probability of the v= - v .. 
transition in matter does not change except for replacement V '"' 

if 
M. ➔ F.CO) 

l. l. 
F CO"' ~ '# M' 

i ~ ~ .. =1 
v,.. 

6 

The quantity that characterizes the degree of vio~ation o(f ::>le?ton) 
numbers in the amplitude of the processes is ~ = M'.: ½::> M~ --

,, "' ... _...... '61 7 
M "'._. ... 
~ .. 

In the case with the Wolfenstein mechanism ~ = 1 1 invthe case of 
the 11horizontal" symmetry mechanism r; « 1 • 

Conclusion 

The Wolfenstein mechanism of enhancement of neutrino oscilla
tion in matter has been discussed. The conclusion of inefficiency of 
this mechanism is drawn. 

A mechanism of enhancement of neutrino oscillation based on the 
so-called 11horizontal 11 symmetry is proposed. The efficiency of this 

::> ::> ::> mechanism will depend on Am~= m~ - m~ a and the density ~.. "c: ··1 ' 
of matter through which neutrinos pass. Since the contribution of 
the "horizontal 11 symmetry mechanism to the effective mass (or effec
tive energy) of the neutrino is 11small 11 , it is most important - for 
solving the problem of solar neutrinos - to study neutrino oscill~
tion on the assumption that neutrinos have a magnetic moment which 
interacts with the magnetic field in the outer, convective layers of 
the Sun ando7auses precession of the neutrino spin changing its 
helicity /I • 

The author expresses his profound gratitude to A.A.Tyapkin for 
discussions and support for the work. 
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BelllToeB X.M. E2;...91-183 

K Bonpocy 06' ycHneHHH OC~HnnH~HH 
HeATPHHO B BemecTBe 

06cY)K.O;aeTcH MexaHH3M BonbcpeHlllTeAHa ycttneHHH OC~HnnH-
• . I ' ' 

~HH npH npoxo~eHHH HeATpHHo qepes BemecTBo, AenaeTcH 
BblBOA O He3cpcpeKTHBHOCTH 3TOro MexaHH3Ma ;. IIpe,u;naraeTCH 
MexaHH3M OC~HnnH~HH HeATPHHO npH npoxo~p;eHHH HeATPHHO 
qepes. BemecTBO, OCHOBaHHbIA Ha TaK Ha3b!BaeMoA "ropH30H
Ta.ribHOA11 ~HMMeTpHH', 

.-..--:-··· Pa6oTa Bb!IlOnHeHa B JJa6opaTopHH Hp;epHb!X np96neM 0IDU1:, 

Coo61.1.U!f1He 06-1,e,1:umeHHoro HH~TyT8 R,llepHblX HCC1le,!10B8HHH. ny6Ha 1991 
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